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ABSTRACT 

Seventy-two male, college students were presented 

with a concept formation task involving two successive non-

reversal discriminations. Three groups: criterion (C), 

overtraining 1 (OT-1), and overtraining 2 (OT-2), were 

tested. Group C received criterion training on all three 

discriminations; group OT-1 received overtraining on the 

original task and criterion training on the two nonreversals; 

group OT-2 received overtraining on the original task and 

the first nonreversal discrimination and criterion training 

on the final nonreversal discrimination. Criterion was 

defined as six consecutive correct responses and overtraining 

as criterion plus an additional ten trials. Consonant-

vowel- consonant (CVC) trigrams, varying along four dimensions 

were employed: color, size, position, and association value. 

The data were submitted to a 3 x 3 analysis of 

variance for repeated measures. No significant differences 

were found between groups as a function of training or 

within Ss as a function of the discrimination problem. A 

Duncan's multiple range test performed on the number of 

trials to criterion on the final discrimination problem was 

significant (p < .05); group OT-2 took fewer trials to reach 

criterion compared to either group OT-1 or C. 
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• • • Vlll 

The superiority of successively overtrained Ss was 

interpreted in terms of the establishment of an orienting 

response, subject motivation, and problem solving strategies. 



INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies assessing the effect of the amount of 

training on the acquisition of a nonreversal discrimination 

indicate that when there is a change in reinforcement con

tingencies in a stimulus dimension not relevant in the 

original discrimination, the rate of learning such a non-

reversal problem may be a function of the amount of training 

received on the prior discrimination. The nonreversal pro

cedure involves presenting S with two or more successive 

discrimination problems. Problem one requires that S attend 

to a particular aspect of a stimulus pattern, i.e., all 

white figures regardless of size are positive and all black 

figures regardless of size are negative. On problem two, 

the nonreversal discrimination, S is required to solve the 

problem by attending to the previous irrelevant cues, i.e., 

tall figures regardless of color are positive, small figures 

regardless of color are negative. 

The level of training received on the original dis

crimination prior to a nonreversal shift indicates some 

dissemblance of results between infrahumans, preschool 

children, and adults. Overtraining on nonreversal dis

criminations in rats has resulted in performance either no 

better than that of nonovertrained controls (Brookshire, 
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Warren, and Ball; 1961) or significantly lower than that of 

nonovertrained controls (MacKintosh; 1962). T. J. Tighe 

(1965) found that overtraining on a nonreversal discrimination 

by rhesus monkeys had no significant effect on the rate of 

learning a nonreversal shift. 

The learning of nonreversal discriminations has been 

studied in nursery and primary school children. Kendler and 

Kendler (1959) compared kindergarten Ss who took many trials 

to reach criterion, i.e., slow learners, and .Ss who attained 

criterion rapidly, i.e., fast learners. The fast learning 

Ss took longer to learn a nonreversal shift of a previously 

irrelevant dimension than slow learners. This finding could 

be interpreted as indicating that the slow learners were acting 

more like overtrained Ss, while fast learners were responding 

like criterion trained Ss. Youniss and Furth (1965) studied 

first grade children on a two-choice discrimination problem 

over three levels of training: 0, 15, and 25 trials beyond a 

criterion of 9 out of 10 correct responses. No significant 

differences were found between levels of training and acqui

sition of the nonreversal transfer. Wattenbarger and Viney 

(1965) compared the rate of learning a nonreversal discrimina

tion between criterion and 150$ overtrained nursery school 

children. Overtraining had no effect on the learning of the 

nonreversal problem, both groups showing a reduction in the 
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number of trials to reach the nonreversal criterion. This 

study differed from previous nonreversal investigations since 

the nonreversal discrimination required S to respond to a 

stimulus not present in the original task instead of at

tending to a previous irrelevant dimension. 

In contrast to the nonreversal studies on children 

which denote either a facilitory effect or no effect on the 

learning of a nonreversal discrimination as a function of 

amount of training, studies on adults, i.e., college 

students, have reported an inhibitory effect on the learning 

of a nonreversal shift. Typically, studies of nonreversal 

discriminations have involved comparison with performance 

on a reversal discrimination task, i.e., a reversal of re

inforcement conditions without a corresponding change in 

environmental cues. To illustrate, like the nonreversal 

situation, S is presented with two successive discrimina

tions. After being trained to attend to a particular aspect 

of a stimulus pattern, i.e., white figures are positive and 

black figures are negative, S on a reversal shift must now 

learn that white figures are negative and black figures are 

positive. 

Mature adult Ss have difficulty learning nonreversal 

discriminations. Buss (1953) used three series of stimuli 

to study the effect of rigidity (failure to shift) on the 

learning of a nonreversal discrimination. The stimulus 
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dimensions were form (circular versus noncircular blocks), 

height (tall versus small blocks), and color (blue versus 

nonblue blocks). Nonreversal shifts retarded the learning 

of a subsequent discrimination. Slower acquisition of the 

nonreversal problem was explained in terms of a partial re

inforcement effect, i.e., when S is presented v/ith a non-

reversal situation, the originally correct relevant dimension 

is partially reinforced, and this partial reinforcement leads 

to a less rapid rate of extinction to the previously relevant 

stimuli. This partial reinforcement effect explanation is 

limited since it applies only to the situation where the 

previously relevant and irrelevant dimensions are inter

changed and not. to a task where the now relevant dimension 

was not present in the original discrimination or where the 

previously relevant dimension has been removed on the sub

sequent discrimination. Kendler and D̂ mato (1955) examined 

reversal and nonreversal shifts in human concept formation 

and decided against a partial reinforcement explanation. 

Two stimulus dimensions were used: shape (circle, crescent, 

square, and a squared bracket), and color (black, medium 

gray, yellow, and red). In stage one v3s learned either a 

shape or a color concept, and in the second stage, Ss per

formed on the previously irrelevant dimension. Criterion 

of acquisition in the first stage was 15 consecutive correct 

responses, while in the second stage, criterion was 10 
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consecutive correct responses. The results indicated that 

the superiority of reversal discriminations over nonreversal 

shifts was not a function of any partial reinforcement 

effect since such effects were either equated or not equated, 

i.e., stimulus dimension parings were removed which might 

lead to fortuitous partial reinforcement. Thus both reversal 

and nonreversal groups received 100% nonreinforcement of their 

sorting responses which had been correct for the first concept, 

and no significant change in performance occurred. Negative 

transfer was evident on the learning of the second concept. 

Harrow and Friedman (195&) examined nonreversal shifts in 

concept formation. Using the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task 

(WCST), the stimulus dimensions were number of figures and 

color. Ss were never reinforced during a nonreversal dis

crimination for a previously learned concept. Partial re

inforcement of the first concept response was eliminated 

during Ss*learning of the second concept by using a different 

set of cards during the second stage, e.g., Ss were never 

reinforced during the learning of the first task. Example: 

Task No. 1 Task No. 2 

Forms Forms 

Red-green Yellow-blue 

The results showed that learning a nonreversal discrimination 

was more difficult than learning a reversal shift. It was 

posited further that partial reinforcement was not a 
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necessary condition for explaining the superiority of reversal 

over nonreversal discrimination tasks. 

Ĉ Connell (1965) studied nonreversal and reversal 

shifts under partial {60%) and continuous (100$) reinforcement 

of the relevant dimension. Ss were trained for 50 reinforced 

trials during acquisition and received $0 trials upon reversal 

or nonreversal. Stimulus dimensions consisted of position, 

color, shape, and number of objects. Following acquisition, 

all Ss were shifted without notice to a 100$ reinforced con

dition. Results indicated that performance on nonreversal 

shift was not significantly different than that on reversal 

shift. During acquisition, terminal level of training was 

consistently higher for the 100$ reinforced group than for 

the 60$ group. These results are guarded because there 

appears to have been a confounding of the data because the 

relevant dimensions were not counterbalanced for difficulty. 

Harrow and Friedman (195&) found negative nonreversal 

transfer effect when S was presented with a stimulus dimen

sion not available on the original discrimination. Isaacs 

and Duncan (1962) compared the effect of nonreversal shifts 

within and between dimensions in concept formation. One 

group of Ss received original training and then a nonreversal 

shift to a different dimension, e.g., the number of forms to 

the type of forms. Another group of j3s received the original 

training then a nonreversal shift within the same dimension, 
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e.g., forms then transferred to different forms. The form 

dimension consisted of a circle, square, hexagon, and 

triangle. Either one, two, three, or four forms constituted 

the number dimension. Criterion was set at six consecutive 

correct responses. Both intra- and extradimensional groups 

took longer to learn the nonreversal task; however, the 

group which had to respond to a dimension within the original 

training stimuli performed at a higher level than Ss pre

sented with previously irrelevant stimulus dimensions. These 

findings were interpreted as indicating that when £3 is re

inforced on a particular dimension, he tends to extinguish 

responding to the irrelevant aspects of the situation. If 

upon nonreversal, ,S has to respond to different aspects of 

the training stimuli then the response should be toward the 

new forms presented on the transfer task. If transfer 

involves a dimension previously irrelevant, then responses 

to the original stimulus dimension have to be extinguished 

and S is forced via hypothesis testing to find the relevant 

dimension. The fact that S has to respond to more dimensions 

increases the difficulty of the task as compared to one in 

which there is simply a re-pairing of a situation involving 

only two associations. 

An earlier study by Kendler and Mayzner (1956) com

pared two and four-card sorting categories as a function of 

reversal and nonreversal shifts. The results indicated that 
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as the number of sorting categories increases, the superiority 

of reversal shifts over nonreversal discriminations decreases. 

Thus, it appears that the more stimulus dimensions that must 

be attended to during acquisition and transfer, the less 

reversal and nonreversal discrimination learning differ. 



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Most of the earlier studies were concerned with the 

comparison of S's performance on reversal and nonreversal 

discriminations. There have been no reported studies 

dealing with the effect of overtraining on successive non-

reversal discrimination performance in humans. The present 

study differed from previous investigations of nonreversal 

discrimination learning in that the level of training was 

varied as well as the number of nonversals on which over

training was received. The purpose of the study was two

fold: (l) to examine the effect of training level on the 

acquisition of nonreversal discriminations; and (2) to ex

amine the effect of reintroducing a previously relevant 

dimension at a later stage of learning. 

The following hypothesis was tested: performance 

on successive nonreversal discriminations varies as a 

function of level of training on the preceding discrimination 

as well as the number of previous discriminations on which 

overtraining is given. 

9 



METHOD 

Subjects 

The Ss were 72 male students, ranging in age from 

1&-24 years, enrolled in an Introductory Psychology course 

at The University of Arizona. None of the Ss had previously 

participated in a discrimination experiment. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus, shown in Figure 1, consisted of a 

3' x 2' display panel mounted on a wooden base. Two 4" x l/2u 

slots vrere cut into the panel. An argon light bulb was 

mounted between the two slots and was wired so that ex

perimenter (E) could turn the light on by depressing a 

microswitch located behind the panel. Six inches below the 

two slots was a third 4" x l/2" slot situated l/2" above a 6" 

trough through which stimulus cards were presented to S. The 

apparatus was painted flat black. 

The stimulus cards consisted of Si 3" x 5" index 

cards on which were printed two consonant-vowel-consonant 

(CVC) trigrams. Four stimulus dimensions were employed: 

color (red or black); size of trigram (upper or lower case 

letters); position (left or right); and association value of 

trigram (6$ or 100$) (Archer, I960). The trigram pairs are 

presented in Appendix A. 

10 





Experimental Procedure 

There were three treatment groups: criterion (C), 

overtraining 1 (OT-l), and overtraining 2 (OT-2). Each 

group learned the original discrimination, nonreversal 

object (NR-O), and two nonreversal discriminations (NR-1 

and NR-2), one after the other. The criterion group (N=24) 

was required to attain criterion on all three discrimina

tions. Criterion was defined as six consecutive correct 

responses. Group OT-l (N=24) and OT-2 (N=21+) received 

overtraining on the initial discrimination. Overtraining 

was defined as criterion plus an additional ten trials. On 

the first nonreversal, group OT-l performed to criterion, 

while OT-2 received overtraining. Both OT-l and OT-2 

practiced to criterion on the second nonreversal discrim

ination problem. 

The relevant and irrelevant stimulus dimensions for 

a sample discrimination problem are presented in Table 1. 

In order to reduce any spurious effects inherent in problem 

difficulty, appropriate counterbalancing was instituted for 

the presentation of the relevant and irrelevant variables, 

e.g., the design was counterbalanced so that color, size, 

and association value were equally represented and every 

stimulus combination appeared equally often in each treatment 

group. In all the discriminations, each cue appeared an 

equal number of times to the left and to the right. 
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TABLE 1 

RELEVANT AND IRRELEVANT STIMULUS DIMENSIONS 
ON A SAMPLE NONREVERSAL SERIES OF 

DISCRIMINATION PROBLEMS 

Problem Relevant Variable Irrelevant Variable 

NR-0 Color Position and size 

NR-1 Size Position and asso
ciation value 

NR-2 Association value Position and color 

The following instructions were read to- each S: 

In this task, I am interested in your performance 
on a discrimination problem. Every five seconds you 
will be presented a 3 x 5 index card on which are 
printed two three-letter syllables. Your task is to 
select one syllable from the pair. If your choice 
is correct, the light in front of you will flash on. 
If the syllable you choose is incorrect, the light 
will not flash on. Please notice that the apparatus 
in front of you contains two slots, one on your left 
and one on your right. These slots correspond to 
the position of the syllable on the card that you 
select. For example, if you think that the syllable 
on the left is correct, place the card in the left 
slot; if you think that the syllable on the right is 
correct, place the card in the slot on the right. 
Immediately after you have made your decision, the 
light will either flash on, telling you that your 
choice was correct or remain off indicating that your 
choice was incorrect. After you have made your choice 
and have been informed whether or not your choice was 
correct, another card will be presented to you. Are 
there any questions? Try to pace yourself so that it 
takes about five seconds from the presentation of the 
card to the insertion of the card into the slot cor
responding to the syllable selected on the card. We 
will continue until I say that the task is over. Do 
you understand what you are to do? 
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A trial began with E presenting S with a 3 x 5 index 

card through the lower slot. S was allowed approximately 

five seconds to select one of the two CVC trigraras and insert 

the card into one of the two slots corresponding to the 

position of the syllable selected on the card. If S correctly 

chose the reinforced syllable, the light on the display panel 

flashed on. If the selected syllable was incorrect, the 

light remained off. S continued to perform until the desired 

level of training was attained. No information, other than 

the change in stimulus dimensions, informed S that a new 

discrimination problem had begun. All stimulus cards were 

thoroughly shuffled before each presentation to insure 

randomization of the stimulus material. 

Following the experimental session, a questionnaire 

was administered to ascertain the method(s), if any, employed 

by S in attaining criterion level on each of the three dis

crimination problems. The questions are presented in 

Appendix B. 



RESULTS 

A 3 x 3 analysis of variance for repeated measures 

was performed on the number of trials to the training 

criterion of six consecutive correct responses. The anal

ysis of variance is summarized in Table 2. As the summary 

table indicates, none of the main effects, i.e., between 

training groups and within problems, or their interactions 

was significant (p > .05). No significant differences were 

found between groups as a function of training or within 

Ss as a function of the discrimination problem. 

The number of errors committed in achieving the 

training criterion were also submitted to a 3 x 3 analysis 

of variance for repeated measures. As indicated in 

Table 3» all of the F-ratios were nonsignificant (p > .05), 

indicating that the number of errors committed during a con

stituent level of training on a given discrimination problem 

does not significantly effect performance on a subsequent 

nonreversal discrimination. 

Plots of the mean number of training trials to 

criterion and the mean number of errors committed during 

training over the three discrimination problems as a 

function of training are presented in Figures 2 and 3» 

respectively. In Figure 2, all groups, regardless of 

15 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TRIALS 
TO TRAINING CRITERION ON EACH DIS

CRIMINATION. TASK FOR GROUPS 
C, OT-1, AND OT-2 

Source df MS F 

Between Ss 71 

Training (B) 2 577.12 1.13 

Error (b) 69 507.64 

Within Ss 144 

Problem (A) 2 1061.69 2.56 

Interaction A x B 4 251.95 0.61 

Error (w) 13S 413.01 

Total 215 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ERRORS 
TO TRAINING CRITERION ON EACH DIS

CRIMINATION TASK FOR GROUPS 
C, OT-1, AND OT-2 

Source df MS F 

Between Ss 71 

Training (B) 2 133.11 1.14 

Error (b) 69 120.$4 

Within Ss 144 

Problem (A) 2 237.92 2.77 

Interaction A x B 4 45.13 0.43 

Error (w) 13 3 103.92 

Total 215 
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training, show improvement in performance on problem 2, 

although the difference in level of performance is not 

significant (p > .05). On problem 3> however, groups C 

and OT-1 demonstrate poorer performance reaching a level 

approximating performance on problem 1; while group OT-2 

continues to demonstrate improved discrimination performance. 

As evidenced in Figure 3, all training groups make 

fewer errors on problem 2, but on problem 3> groups C and 

OT-1 demonstrate a number of errors to criterion comparable 

to their performance on problem 1. Group OT-2 also shows an 

increase in the number of errors committed on problem 3; 

however, the increase is extremely slight. In order to 

compare the final level of performance between the three 

training groups, a Duncan Multiple Range Test (1955) was 

performed on the number of trials to criterion and the 

number of errors committed on the third problem. Table 4 

summarizes the analysis performed on the number of trials 

to criterion and indicates that the differences between 

each pair of training group Ss is significant (p < .05). 

The same significant trend between groups on the number of 

errors committed during training was also observed as 

shown in Table 5. Group OT-2 committed significantly 

fewer errors on problem 3 than either groups C or OT-1 

and group OT-1 made less errors than group C (p < .05). 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF TRIALS 
TO TRAINING CRITERION ON DISCRIMINATION . 

PROBLEM 3 FOR GROUPS 
C, OT-1, AND OT-2 

Means 

OT-2 OT-1 

15.63 23.41 26.63 

TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF ERRORS 
TO TRAINING CRITERION ON DISCRIMINATION 

PROBLEM 3 FOR GROUPS 
C, OT-1 AND OT-2 

Means 

OT-2 OT-1 C 

5.95 6.70 11.79 
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Table 6 presents the means and standard deviations 

of the number of errors committed during the ten overtraining 

trials. 

TABLE 6 

SUMMARY OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF THE NUMBER OF ERRORS COMMITTED 

DURING OVERTRAINING 

Problem 1 Problem 2 
X CT X • <r 

OT-1 

OT-2 

0.75 1.39 

0.71 1.25 



DISCUSSION 

The data show level of training on the original dis

crimination (NR-O) did not result in any significant change 

in performance on a subsequent measured shift (NR-1). This 

lack of difference is not consistent with previous studies 

involving preschool and elementary school children (Kendler 

and Kendler, 1959; Kendler, Kendler, and Wells, I960; L. S. 

Tighe, 1965) and adults (Isaacs and Duncan, 1962), which 

showed a facilitative effect. None of these earlier studies 

which evidenced a positive transfer from a dimension presented 

on the original task to a dimension either not present or not 

relevant on the initial discrimination investigated the 

effect of overtraining on the acquisition of the nonreversal 

shifts. The most prevalent theoretical explanation for 

previous nonreversal data centers around a mediating 

response mechanism which is purported to be lacking in 

infrahumans and preverbal children but present in older 

children and adults. The mediation approach as proposed 

by Kendler, Glucksberg, and Keston (1961) postulates that S 

learns two stimulus response (S-R) sequences. In the first 

S-R sequence, the stimulus is represented by the stimulus 

dimensions presented to S and the response is defined as 

the implicit or symbolic response to the stimuli. In the 

23 
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second S-R sequence, the stimulus is a cue produced by the 

symbolic response in the first sequence and the response is 

the overt decision behavior of S (Harrow and Friedman; 195&)• 

Kendler, Glucksberg, and Keston (1961) have stated that in 

order for S to learn a nonreversal task, it is necessary that 

new mediational responses and their corresponding appropriate, 

overt responses be adopted. The following paradigm has been 

devised by them to demonstrate the influence of perception 

and mediation in concept learning: 

Sj_ • >r-[_. S2 W2 —-—* S3 »R 

Applying the paradigm to the present study, at Sj, the 

stimulus card is presented to S \irho responds by orienting 

himself (r̂ ) to the stimulus dimensions (S2) which, in turn, 

leads to a symbolic response (r2) which serves to direct or 

cue (S3), S to initiate a response (R). In order for non-

reversal shifts to be successfully learned, both a perceptual 

orienting and a mediating response must occur in synchrony, 

e.g., reinforcement depends on the occurrence of both 

processes since the onset of one without the other is no 

guarantee that the appropriate segment will persist until 

the time that an inappropriate segment can be replaced by a 

correct one (Kendler, Glucksberg, and Keston; 1961). 

The establishment of an orienting or perceptual 

response appears to be crucial to successful acquisition of 

a nonreversal discrimination (Kendler, Kendler, and Wells; I960; 
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L. S. Tighe, 1965)- In the present experiment following at

tainment of the transfer criterion on NR-0, the relevant 

dimension was removed, one of the two previously irrelevant 

dimensions became relevant, and a new irrelevant dimension 

was inserted. On the final discrimination problem, NR-2, the 

relevant dimension dropped out, one of the irrelevant dimen

sions became relevant, and the stimulus dimension which was 

relevant in NR-0 was reintroduced as one of the irrelevant 

dimensions. Since significant differences in performance 

between training groups occurred on NR-2, the relationship 

between the reintroduced stimulus dimension and level of 

training appears highly probable, i.e., overtraining 

reduces the interference caused by reinserting a previously 

relevant dimension as an irrelevant dimension. Hergenhahn 

(1966) has posited that overtraining permits S to examine 

the relevant and irrelevant stimulus dimensions to a greater 

degree than does criterion training, i.e., "overtraining may 

release £3 to sample cues other than the ones being utilized 

to solve the problem" (Hergenhahn; 1966, p. 29). 

Bahrick (1957) proposed a "motivational" model to 

account for the learning of relevant stimulus dimensions. 

According to this model, during the early stages of problem 

solving, S attends to the relevant dimension; the amount of 

attention being a function of the level of training and 

subject-task motivation. Once the problem has been solved, 



S is free to obtain information concerning the relationships 

between the relevant and irrelevant dimensions. If this 

concept is applied to the present study, during NR-0 and 

NR-1, S was examining the relationship among the stimulus 

dimensions comprising the discrimination problem. If it is 

assumed that S is highly motivated to solve the problems, 

learning occurs rapidly as evidenced by the fact that all 

Ss regardless of training, performed better on NR-1 than on 

NR-0. The criterion of six consecutive responses may not 

have afforded opportunity to explore the relationships 

among the relevant and irrelevant variables, while over

training offered some chance of observing the stimulus 

dimensions; however, any advantage of overtraining, if any, 

appears transient having to be maintained in order to be 

effective. Both groups overtrained on NR-0 performed better 

on NR-1 than on NR-0; however, the difference was not 

significant. On NR-1, only group OT-2 received overtraining 

while groups C and OT-1 performed to the six consecutive 

responses criterion. The results indicated a significant 

difference in performance between all three groups with 

OT-2 showing little or no change in performance rate while 

C and OT-1 performed at a level comparable to their rates 

on problem NR-0. Continued overtraining permitted S to 

evaluate constantly the relations among stimulus dimensions. 

The establishment of an observing response is especially 



critical in this study since reintroduction of a previous 

relevant dimension as an irrelevant dimension appeared to 

affect performance only in the case where jS was not allowed 

ample time to examine the importance of the relevant and 

irrelevant dimensions. VJhen the old relevant concept was 

reintroduced, Ss who received criterion training on NR-1 

responded to this cue more persistently than did the Ss re

ceiving overtraining on both NR-0 and NR-1. 

Mediational theories view the organism as passive, 

acting as a mediator between a physical stimulus and an 

overt response. Other theoretical approaches (L. S. Tighe, 

1965) view the organism as actively manipulating various 

hypotheses according to certain strategies. 

Examination of the posttest questionnaires revealed 

that three types of strategies were employed by Ss in 

solving the nonreversal discrimination problems; e.g., suc

cessive scanning, focus gambling, and conservative focus. 

Although no one training group employed any one particular 

method, the strategies may provide some explanation for the 

poorer performance on NR-2. The three strategic approaches 

are analagous to those expressed by Bruner, Goodnow, and 

Austin (1956). Forty-eight Ss indicated that a successive 

scanning strategy was employed in solving the discrimination 

problems. In the successive scanning technique, £3 tests one 

hypothesis at a time. Thus choices are limited to those 



instances that allow S to make a direct test of his hypoth

esis, i.e., S selects a possible concept such as red or 

black and tests it directly. If the selected concept is 

correct, the same technique is employed on the next trial. 

If the concept selected is incorrect, Ss will test another 

hypothesis such as large-small, left-right, or tall-small. 

This procedure is repeated until the correct concept is con

sistently attained. An example of a S/s response repre

sentative of a successive scanning strategy is: "With the 

small black and large red I tried small first and if it was 

right, continued. If it was not, I tried something else." 

Fifteen Ss indicated that the strategy known as 

focus gambling was used to solve the discrimination problems. 

Ss undertaking this strategy typically use a positive instance 

as the primary focus and then manipulate two or more concepts 

simultaneously in attempting to expediently solve the problem, 

i.e., S performs until a response is deemed correct then 

attempts to narrow down the concept by manipulating several 

variables simultaneously. For example, if the trigram 

attributes were small, nonsense, and right, S might, on the 

next trial, attempt red, large, meaningful, right. If he 

is correct more hypotheses have to be formulated and manip

ulated. An example of a Sfs response representative of a 

focus gambling strategy is: "I tried split half. I started 

with first letter capital or small word then letter plus 

large or small, then word or nonsense word." 
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Three of the Ss employed a conservative focus 

strategy which is similar to the focus gambling technique 

except that S manipulates only one concept at a time 

testing to determine whether the alternation yields positive 

or negative results. The conservative focus technique is 

based on an instance where S is rewarded for his selection 

and on the next trial, one attribute (color) is manipulated 

while the others (position, meaningfulness, and size) are 

held constant. If the subsequent attempt is not correct, 

other variables are altered, one at a time, until the 

correct concept is identified. An example of a S's response 

representative of conservative focus strategy is: "I looked 

at the syllables and randomly put the card in the left slot. 

If/hen I found out that black was not the right answer, I 

chose red the next time and continued this process as long 

as it was correct." 

Nine Ss failed to designate any particular strategy. 

The methods primarily used by Ss lead sometime to rapid 

learning but, at the same time, are inefficient in that S 

does not manipulate several concepts at once, but instead 

examines stimulus dimensions one at a time. Again, the 

lack of conceptual manipulation may decrease performance. 

Whether or not overtraining produces a facilitory 

effect on successive nonreversal discrimination problems 

appears, therefore, to be a function of the development of 
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a differentiating perceptual response, the motivational level 

of S, and possibly the type of strategy employed by Ss in 

solving the discrimination problems. The effect of over

training on successive nonreversal discriminations appears 

to be transient, being most effective when presented on 

successive problems. 



APPENDIX A 

LIST OF CVC SYLLABLES USED IN THE THREE 
DISCRIMINATION PROBLEMS 

(ARCHER, I960) 

Size, relevant: Color, relevant: Association value, 
Association value Size and position, relevant: Color 
and position, irrelevant: Asso- and position, 
irrelevant: • ciation value, irrelevant: 
Color, constant constant Size, constant 

XIB web vuq XUS LOG XUG 

hip XOS XEQ wyj TAR XEY 

GEM xud xib XYR CUP XYM 

TIP xyk zyx GYX TIN XOS 

vuq LAB XYN xym JYX WEB 

gyx ZIP XIZ xud LAB XIZ 

xib BOY WYJ xyr GEM XUG 

YUS pet qej XOQ TIP XIB 

kit XIZ XOF oyh WET ZUJ 

dam XOF QIH xug SUM XOQ 

zej TIN XIK xyn JAM XYR 

zih HER ZYX xev OYH DAM 

LOG qih zih XYM QIH HIP 

CUP xyn xiz VUQ BOY XEQ 

WET xev xeq XIB ZEJ MED 

fun XIK XEV zuj WYJ DAB 
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XUG med xey JIX RUM XOF 

ZUJ wig XUD xus XIB SON 

XIR son zej XUG VUQ PET 

cab XEI gyx ZUJ GIX WIG 

jyx TAR xos ZEJ XUD KIT 

XOQ tex XOS qih XEV BAN 

qej RUM xof QEJ ZIH POW 

XIM pow XIK xib XIN FUN 

JAM wyj JIX XIB QEJ TEX 

SUM oyh xik ZIH HER XIK 

dab XEQ OIH xoq ZIP ZIX 

ban ZIX XEI xyk XIK CAB 



APPENDIX B 

POSTTEST QUESTIONNAIRE FORMS 

1. On problem 1, what technique did you use in selecting the 

correct syllable? Describe your method in as much detail 

as possible. 

2. What technique did you use in problem 2? 

3, What technique did you use in problem 3• 
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